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Detector geometryDetector geometry

G4Box

G4Tubs

G4VSolid G4VPhysicalVolume

G4Material

G4VSensitiveDetector

G4PVPlacement

G4PVParameterised

G4VisAttributes

G4LogicalVolume

� Three conceptual layers

� G4VSolid -- shape, size

� G4LogicalVolume -- daughter physical volumes, 

material, sensitivity, user limits, etc.

� G4VPhysicalVolume -- position, rotation
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Define detector geometryDefine detector geometry
�� Basic strategy Basic strategy 

G4VSolid*G4VSolid* pBoxSolidpBoxSolid ==

new new G4BoxG4Box(( ““ aBoxSolidaBoxSolid ”” ,,

1.*m, 2.*m, 3.*m);1.*m, 2.*m, 3.*m);

G4LogicalVolume*G4LogicalVolume* pBoxLogpBoxLog ==

new new G4LogicalVolumeG4LogicalVolume ( ( pBoxSolidpBoxSolid , , 

pBoxMaterialpBoxMaterial , , ““ aBoxLogaBoxLog ”” , 0, 0, 0);, 0, 0, 0);

G4VPhysicalVolume*G4VPhysicalVolume* aBoxPhysaBoxPhys ==

new new G4PVPlacementG4PVPlacement ( ( pRotationpRotation ,,

G4ThreeVector(posX, G4ThreeVector(posX, posYposY , , posZposZ ), ), 

pBoxLogpBoxLog , , ““ aBoxPhysaBoxPhys ”” , , pMotherLogpMotherLog ,,

0, 0, copyNocopyNo ););

�� A volume is placed in its mother volume. Position and rotation oA volume is placed in its mother volume. Position and rotation of the daughter volume is f the daughter volume is 

described with respect to the local coordinate system of the motdescribed with respect to the local coordinate system of the mother volume. The origin of her volume. The origin of 

mother volumemother volume’’s local coordinate system is at the center of the mother volume.s local coordinate system is at the center of the mother volume.

�� Daughter volume cannot protrude from mother volume.Daughter volume cannot protrude from mother volume.

Solid : shape and size

Logical volume : 
+ material, sensitivity, etc.

Physical volume :
+ rotation and position
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Geometrical hierarchyGeometrical hierarchy
�� One logical volume can be placed more than One logical volume can be placed more than 

once. One or more volumes can be placed to a once. One or more volumes can be placed to a 

mother volume.mother volume.

�� Note that the motherNote that the mother--daughter relationship is daughter relationship is 

an information of G4LogicalVolume.an information of G4LogicalVolume.

�� If the mother volume is placed more than If the mother volume is placed more than 

once, all daughters are by definition appear once, all daughters are by definition appear 

in all of mother physical volumes.in all of mother physical volumes.

�� The The world volumeworld volume must be a unique physical must be a unique physical 

volume which volume which fully containsfully contains all the other all the other 

volumes.volumes.

�� The world volume defines the The world volume defines the global 

coordinate system. The origin of the global . The origin of the global 

coordinate system is at the center of the coordinate system is at the center of the 

world volume.world volume.

�� Position of a track is given Position of a track is given with respect to with respect to 

the global coordinate systemthe global coordinate system..



G4VUserDetectorConstruction G4VUserDetectorConstruction 
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User classesUser classes
�� main()main()

�� Geant4 does not provide Geant4 does not provide main().main().

Note : classes written in Note : classes written in yellowyellow are mandatory.are mandatory.

�� Initialization classesInitialization classes

�� Use G4RunManager::Use G4RunManager::SetUserInitializationSetUserInitialization() to define.() to define.

�� Invoked at the initializationInvoked at the initialization

�� G4VUserDetectorConstructionG4VUserDetectorConstruction

�� G4VUserPhysicsListG4VUserPhysicsList

�� Action classesAction classes

�� Use G4RunManager::Use G4RunManager::SetUserActionSetUserAction() to define.() to define.

�� Invoked during an event loopInvoked during an event loop

�� G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorActionG4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction

�� G4UserRunActionG4UserRunAction

�� G4UserEventActionG4UserEventAction

�� G4UserStackingActionG4UserStackingAction

�� G4UserTrackingActionG4UserTrackingAction

�� G4UserSteppingActionG4UserSteppingAction
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G4VUserDetectorConstructionG4VUserDetectorConstruction

Construct() should return the pointer of the world physical 
volume. The world physical volume represents all of your 
geometry setup.
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Your detector constructionYour detector construction
##ifndefifndef MyDetctorConstruction_hMyDetctorConstruction_h
#define #define MyDetctorConstruction_hMyDetctorConstruction_h 11
#include #include ““ G4VUserDetectorConstruction.hhG4VUserDetectorConstruction.hh ””
class class MyDetctorConstructionMyDetctorConstruction

: public : public G4VUserDetectorConstructionG4VUserDetectorConstruction
{{

public:public:
G4VUserDetectorConstruction();G4VUserDetectorConstruction();
virtual ~G4VUserDetectorConstruction();virtual ~G4VUserDetectorConstruction();
virtual virtual G4VPhysicalVolume* Construct();G4VPhysicalVolume* Construct();

public:public:
// set/get methods if needed// set/get methods if needed

private:private:
// granular private methods if needed// granular private methods if needed
// data members if needed// data members if needed

};};
##endifendif
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Describe your detectorDescribe your detector
�� Derive your own concrete class from Derive your own concrete class from G4VUserDetectorConstructionG4VUserDetectorConstruction abstract abstract 

base class.base class.

�� Implement the method Construct()Implement the method Construct()

1)1) Construct all necessary materialsConstruct all necessary materials

2)2) Define shapes/solidsDefine shapes/solids

3)3) Define logical volumes Define logical volumes 

4)4) Place volumes of your detector geometryPlace volumes of your detector geometry

5)5) Associate (magnetic) field to geometry Associate (magnetic) field to geometry (optional)(optional)

6)6) Instantiate sensitive detectors / scorers and set them to corresInstantiate sensitive detectors / scorers and set them to corresponding ponding 

volumes volumes (optional)(optional)

7)7) Define visualization attributes for the detector elements Define visualization attributes for the detector elements (optional)(optional)

8)8) Define regions Define regions (optional)(optional)

�� Set your construction class to G4RunManagerSet your construction class to G4RunManager

�� It is suggested to It is suggested to modularizemodularize Construct() method Construct() method w.r.tw.r.t. each component or . each component or 

subsub--detector for easier maintenance of your code.detector for easier maintenance of your code.



Solid and shapeSolid and shape
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G4VSolidG4VSolid
�� Abstract class. All solids in Geant4 Abstract class. All solids in Geant4 

are derived from itare derived from it

�� It defines but does not implement It defines but does not implement 

all functions required to:all functions required to:

�� compute distances between the compute distances between the 

shape and a given pointshape and a given point

�� check whether a point is inside check whether a point is inside 

the shapethe shape

�� compute the extent of the compute the extent of the 

shapeshape

�� compute the surface normal to compute the surface normal to 

the shape at a given pointthe shape at a given point

�� User can create his/her own solid User can create his/her own solid 

classclass
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SolidsSolids
� Solids defined in Geant4:

� CSG (Constructed Solid Geometry) solids

� G4Box, G4Tubs, G4Cons, G4Trd, …

� Analogous to simple GEANT3 CSG solids

� Specific solids (CSG like)

� G4Polycone, G4Polyhedra, G4Hype, …

� BREP (Boundary REPresented) solids

� G4BREPSolidPolycone, G4BSplineSurface, …

� Any order surface

� Boolean solids

� G4UnionSolid, G4SubtractionSolid, …

� Tessellated solid and Extruded solid
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CSG: G4Box, G4TubsCSG: G4Box, G4Tubs
G4Box(const G4String &G4Box(const G4String & pnamepname,   // name,   // name

G4double G4double half_xhalf_x ,   // X half size,   // X half size

G4double G4double half_yhalf_y ,   // Y half size,   // Y half size

G4double G4double half_zhalf_z );  // Z half size);  // Z half size

G4Tubs(const G4String &G4Tubs(const G4String & pnamepname,  // name,  // name

G4double  G4double  pRminpRmin ,  // inner radius,  // inner radius

G4double  G4double  pRmaxpRmax,  // outer radius,  // outer radius

G4double  G4double  pDzpDz,    // Z half length,    // Z half length

G4double  G4double  pSphipSphi ,  // starting Phi,  // starting Phi

G4double  G4double  pDphipDphi ); // segment angle); // segment angle
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Other CSG solidsOther CSG solids

G4Cons

G4Para
(parallelepiped)

G4Trd

G4Trap

G4Sphere
G4Orb

(full solid sphere)

G4Torus

Consult to Consult to Section 4.1.2 of Geant4 Section 4.1.2 of Geant4 

Application Developers GuideApplication Developers Guide for for 

all available shapes.all available shapes.
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Specific CSG Solids: G4PolyconeSpecific CSG Solids: G4Polycone
G4Polycone(const G4String& G4Polycone(const G4String& pNamepName,,

G4double G4double phiStartphiStart ,,

G4double G4double phiTotalphiTotal ,,

G4int G4int numRZnumRZ,,

const G4double r[],const G4double r[],

const G4double z[]);const G4double z[]);

�� numRZnumRZ-- numbers of corners in the numbers of corners in the r,zr,z spacespace

�� r, zr, z -- coordinates of cornerscoordinates of corners
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Other Specific CSG solidsOther Specific CSG solids

G4Polyhedra

G4EllipticalTube G4Ellipsoid

G4EllipticalCone

G4HypeG4Tet
(tetrahedra)

G4TwistedBox G4TwistedTrdG4TwistedTrap

G4TwistedTubs

Consult to Consult to Section 4.1.2 of Geant4 Section 4.1.2 of Geant4 

Application Developers GuideApplication Developers Guide for all for all 

available shapes.available shapes.
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BREP SolidsBREP Solids
�� BREP = Boundary BREP = Boundary REPresentedREPresented SolidSolid

�� Listing all its surfaces specifies a solidListing all its surfaces specifies a solid

�� e.g. 6 planes for a cubee.g. 6 planes for a cube

�� Surfaces can beSurfaces can be

�� planar, 2planar, 2ndnd or higher orderor higher order

��elementary BREPSelementary BREPS

�� SplinesSplines, B, B--SplinesSplines, , 

NURBS (NonNURBS (Non--Uniform BUniform B--SplinesSplines))

��advanced BREPSadvanced BREPS

�� Few elementary BREPS preFew elementary BREPS pre--defineddefined

�� box, cons, tubs, sphere, torus, box, cons, tubs, sphere, torus, polyconepolycone, , 

polyhedrapolyhedra

�� Advanced BREPS built through CAD systemsAdvanced BREPS built through CAD systems
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Boolean SolidsBoolean Solids
�� Solids can be combined using Solids can be combined using booleanboolean operations:operations:

�� G4UnionSolid, G4SubtractionSolid, G4IntersectionSol idG4UnionSolid, G4SubtractionSolid, G4IntersectionSol id

�� Requires: 2 solids, 1 Requires: 2 solids, 1 booleanboolean operation, and an (optional) transformation for operation, and an (optional) transformation for 

the 2the 2ndnd solidsolid

�� 22ndnd solid is positioned relative to the coordinate system of the 1solid is positioned relative to the coordinate system of the 1stst solidsolid

�� Result of Result of booleanboolean operation becomes a solid. Thus the third solid can be operation becomes a solid. Thus the third solid can be 

combined to the resulting solid of first operation.combined to the resulting solid of first operation.

�� Solids to be combined can be either CSG or other Boolean solids.Solids to be combined can be either CSG or other Boolean solids.

�� NoteNote:: tracking cost for the navigation in a complex Boolean solid is tracking cost for the navigation in a complex Boolean solid is proportional to proportional to 

the number of constituent CSG solidsthe number of constituent CSG solids

G4UnionSolid G4IntersectionSolidG4SubtractionSolid
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Boolean solidBoolean solid
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Boolean Solids Boolean Solids -- exampleexample
G4VSolid* box = new G4Box(G4VSolid* box = new G4Box( ““ Box",50*cm,60*cm,40*cm);Box",50*cm,60*cm,40*cm);

G4VSolid* cylinderG4VSolid* cylinder

= new G4Tubs(= new G4Tubs( ““ CylinderCylinder ”” ,0.,50.*cm,50.*cm,0.,2*M_PI*,0.,50.*cm,50.*cm,0.,2*M_PI* radrad ););

G4VSolid* unionG4VSolid* union

= new = new G4UnionSolidG4UnionSolid ("Box+Cylinder", box, cylinder); ("Box+Cylinder", box, cylinder); 

G4VSolid* subtractG4VSolid* subtract

= new = new G4SubtractionSolidG4SubtractionSolid ("Box("Box -- Cylinder", box, cylinder, Cylinder", box, cylinder, 

0, G4ThreeVector(30.*cm,0.,0.));0, G4ThreeVector(30.*cm,0.,0.));

G4RotationMatrix* G4RotationMatrix* rmrm = new G4RotationMatrix();= new G4RotationMatrix();

rmrm-- >RotateX(30.*deg);>RotateX(30.*deg);

G4VSolid* intersectG4VSolid* intersect

= new = new G4IntersectionSolidG4IntersectionSolid ("Box&&Cylinder",   ("Box&&Cylinder",   

box, cylinder, box, cylinder, rmrm, G4ThreeVector(0.,0.,0.)); , G4ThreeVector(0.,0.,0.)); 

�� The origin and the coordinates of the combined solid are the samThe origin and the coordinates of the combined solid are the same as those of e as those of 

the first solid.the first solid.
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Tessellated solidsTessellated solids
�� G4TessellatedSolidG4TessellatedSolid (since 8.1)(since 8.1)

�� Generic solid defined by a number of facets (Generic solid defined by a number of facets (G4VFacetG4VFacet ))

�� Facets can be triangular (Facets can be triangular (G4TriangularFacetG4TriangularFacet ) or quadrangular ) or quadrangular 

((G4QuadrangularFacetG4QuadrangularFacet ) ) 

�� Constructs especially important for conversion of complex Constructs especially important for conversion of complex 

geometrical shapes imported from CAD systemsgeometrical shapes imported from CAD systems

�� But can also be explicitly defined:But can also be explicitly defined:

�� By providing the vertices of the facets in By providing the vertices of the facets in antianti--clock wiseclock wise order, in order, in 

absoluteabsolute or or relativerelative reference framereference frame

�� GDML bindingGDML binding



A CAD imported assembly
with tessellated solids - release 8.1
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G4ExtrudedSolidG4ExtrudedSolid

�� G4ExtrudedSolid, which was G4ExtrudedSolid, which was 

introduced in v8.3, is a specific introduced in v8.3, is a specific 

case of tessellated solid.case of tessellated solid.

�� G4ExtrudedSolid is a solid which G4ExtrudedSolid is a solid which 

represents the extrusion of an represents the extrusion of an 

arbitrary polygon with fixed arbitrary polygon with fixed 

outline in the defined Z sections. outline in the defined Z sections. 

�� The zThe z--sides of the solid are the sides of the solid are the 

scaled versions of the same scaled versions of the same 

polygon. polygon. 

�� The solid is implemented as a The solid is implemented as a 

specification of specification of 

G4TessellatedSolid.G4TessellatedSolid.



G4LogicalVolumeG4LogicalVolume
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G4LogicalVolumeG4LogicalVolume
G4LogicalVolumeG4LogicalVolume (( G4VSolidG4VSolid ** pSolidpSolid , , 

G4MaterialG4Material ** pMaterialpMaterial ,,

const G4String &name,const G4String &name,

G4FieldManager *G4FieldManager * pFieldMgrpFieldMgr =0,=0,

G4VSensitiveDetector *G4VSensitiveDetector * pSDetectorpSDetector =0,=0,

G4UserLimits *G4UserLimits * pULimitspULimits =0);=0);

�� Contains all information of volume except position and rotationContains all information of volume except position and rotation

�� Shape and dimension (G4VSolid)Shape and dimension (G4VSolid)

�� Material, sensitivity, visualization attributesMaterial, sensitivity, visualization attributes

�� Position of daughter volumesPosition of daughter volumes

�� Magnetic field, User limits, Magnetic field, User limits, 

�� RegionRegion

�� Physical volumes of same type can share the common logical volumPhysical volumes of same type can share the common logical volume object.e object.

�� The pointers to solid must The pointers to solid must NOTNOT be null.be null.

�� The pointers to material must The pointers to material must NOTNOT be null for tracking geometry.be null for tracking geometry.

�� It is not meant to act as a base class.It is not meant to act as a base class.
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Computing volumes and weightsComputing volumes and weights
�� Geometrical volume of a generic solid or Geometrical volume of a generic solid or booleanboolean composition can be composition can be 

computed from the computed from the solidsolid::

G4double G4double GetCubicVolumeGetCubicVolume ();();

�� Exact volume is determinatively calculated for most of CSG solidExact volume is determinatively calculated for most of CSG solids, while s, while 

estimation based on Monte Carlo integration is given for other sestimation based on Monte Carlo integration is given for other solids.olids.

�� Overall weight of a geometry setup (subOverall weight of a geometry setup (sub--geometry) can be computed from geometry) can be computed from 

the the logical volumelogical volume::

G4double G4double GetMassGetMass (G4bool forced=false, (G4bool forced=false, 

G4bool propagate=true, G4Material* G4bool propagate=true, G4Material* pMaterialpMaterial =0=0););

�� The computation may require a considerable amount of time, depenThe computation may require a considerable amount of time, depending ding 

on the complexity of the geometry.on the complexity of the geometry.

�� The return value is cached and reused until The return value is cached and reused until forcedforced=true.=true.

�� Daughter volumes will be neglected if Daughter volumes will be neglected if propagatepropagate=false.=false.



BackupBackup

(G4Region)(G4Region)
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RegionRegion
�� A region may have its uniqueA region may have its unique

�� Production thresholds (cuts)Production thresholds (cuts)

�� If a region in the mass geometry does not have its own productioIf a region in the mass geometry does not have its own production n 
thresholds, those of the default region are used (i.e., may not thresholds, those of the default region are used (i.e., may not be those be those 
of the parent region).of the parent region).

�� User limitsUser limits

�� You can set user limits directly to logical volume as well. If bYou can set user limits directly to logical volume as well. If both logical oth logical 
volume and associated region have user limits, those of logical volume and associated region have user limits, those of logical volume volume 
wins.wins.

�� User region informationUser region information

�� E.g. to implement a fast Boolean method to identify the nature oE.g. to implement a fast Boolean method to identify the nature of the f the 
region.region.

�� Fast simulation managerFast simulation manager

�� Shower envelopeShower envelope

�� Regional user stepping action (Regional user stepping action (new with version 9.0new with version 9.0))

�� Please note :Please note :

�� World logical volume is recognized as World logical volume is recognized as the default regionthe default region. User is . User is notnot allowed allowed 

to define a region to the world logical volume.to define a region to the world logical volume.
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World Volume - Default Region

Root logical volumeRoot logical volume
�� A logical volume can be a region. More A logical volume can be a region. More 

than one logical volumes may belong to than one logical volumes may belong to 

a region.a region.

�� A region is a part of the geometrical A region is a part of the geometrical 

hierarchy, i.e. a shierarchy, i.e. a set of geometry et of geometry 

volumes, typically of a subvolumes, typically of a sub--system.system.

�� A A logical volumelogical volume becomes a becomes a root logical root logical 

volumevolume once a region is assigned to it.once a region is assigned to it.

�� All daughter volumes belonging to All daughter volumes belonging to 

the root logical volume share the the root logical volume share the 

same region, unless a daughter same region, unless a daughter 

volume itself becomes to another volume itself becomes to another 

root.root.

�� Important restriction :Important restriction :

�� NoNo logical volume can be shared by logical volume can be shared by 

more than one regions, regardless more than one regions, regardless 

of root volume or not.of root volume or not.

Root logical - Region A

Root logical 

- Region B
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G4RegionG4Region
�� A region is instantiated and defined byA region is instantiated and defined by

G4Region* aRegion = new G4Region (“ region_name”);

aRegion->AddRootLogicalVolume(aLogicalVolume);

� Region propagates down to all geometrical hierarchy until the bottom or 

another root logical volume.

�� Production thresholds (cuts) can be assigned to a region byProduction thresholds (cuts) can be assigned to a region by

G4Region* G4Region* aRegionaRegion

= G4RegionStore::GetInstance()= G4RegionStore::GetInstance() -- >>GetRegionGetRegion(“ region_name”);

G4ProductionCuts* cuts = new G4ProductionCuts;G4ProductionCuts* cuts = new G4ProductionCuts;

cutscuts -- >>SetProductionCut(SetProductionCut( cutValuecutValue););

aRegionaRegion -- >>SetProductionCuts(cutsSetProductionCuts(cuts ););


